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Strategy:
Define types of revisions with roles and responsibilities

Explanation of Strategy:
There needs to be clear definition of the roles and responsibilities of all staff working within the revision cycle.s

Benefits to Implementing
Strategy:
To find exceptions to the rule(target that course is built upon)
Interactions of higher quality
Provide relevant meaningful examples, cases, assignments
Setting student up for success
Contributes to self selection process
Helps both faculty-on needs of students and students-on requirements of course

Limitations to Implementing
Strategey:
Takes time
Takes money
Qualitative responses-if manageable problem (use quantitive if huge #)
Challenge to do something with it
How can I possibly accommodate all this?

Rating:
4

Brief Rationale of Rating:
Fundamental
Goes beyond technical skills(strategy 1) give context
Not 5-could contribute to faculty overload and put their energies in this(too much)

	

Teaching (Missing)

	Not allow learning management system to dictate/limit teaching/learning


	Link to Web site you establish


	Not accounting for students being excluded due to more than technical knowledge (cultural, national, language)


	Add to strategy #1 – do student assessment for more than just technical



1.	Create development cycle (give faculty progressive support system)

2.	Identify student doing well who takes good notes. Hire student to do data entry of course faculty revises or use camcorder

3.	Build online glossary with hyperlinks; built it on request

4.	Teach students how to moderate and have them moderate the groups

5.	Create institutional resources for access by faculty & students; if how to be an online student APA style netiquette
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a.	Establish a timeline for the stages in the process (when to revise, when and hot to receive feedback, how it is to be conducted.

b.	Professional Development Opportunities

c.	Role Definition Chart

d.	Define what exactly qualifies as “revision”

e.	Networking opportunities

f.	Institutional policies and responsibilities

g.	Checklist for review


